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Jon Cartwright’s article was excellent,  but it seems to me that Cameron Neylon of PLOS has it right 
when he says it is a “hard problem”.  In principle the data underlying any hypothetical paper of mine 
should be open so that Tom Dick of Harry can go away and redo my analysis if they want.  But when 
you try to do this you find that you spend a very large amount of time making the dataset clear and 
unambiguous.  Spreadsheets have to be properly constructed for readability etc … It is the same 
problem of documenting computer code.  Everyone agrees that it should be done properly,  but 
usually it is hacked together because the bailiff is at the door. 
 
In any case,  who would want to repeat my analysis on my data?  No-one funds database 
building,  so why should we go to this sort of trouble? 
 
This article highlights that,  by and large,  science is taken on faith.  We even depend on 
mathematicians to recognise that proofs are correct – it is remarkably difficult to prove the validity 
of mathematical proofs!  How much more difficult will a physical argument be?  There is a gulf 
between principles and feasibility.  And? 
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